Night Sky Ransomware
A short-lived threat from a long-lived threat actor
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1. Executive Summary
The Night Sky ransomware was first reported by MalwareHunterTeam on January 1, 2022. Victims were asked to
contact the attackers on contact[.]nightsky[.]cyou to pay for the ransom. If the victims refused to pay, attackers
threatened to expose their data on a leak site. This is known as a double extortion ransomware, which was first
used by Maze and is now used by several ransomware groups. Previous reports suggest that Night Sky has been
distributed by exploiting the Log4Shell vulnerability and is connected to a threat actor based in China, which is
tracked by Microsoft as DEV-0401.
The Night Sky campaign was short and compromised two victims in Bangladesh and Japan. Currently, the Night
Sky infrastructure is offline, which suggests the threat actor may have rebranded.
Night Sky provides an interesting view into the relationships among several ransomware families. Night Sky was
discovered to be a fork of a ransomware family called Rook, which was itself derived from the leaked source code
of Babuk and deployed by the same threat actor that used LockFile and AtomSilo, which are so close they share
the same decryption tool. Shortly after the Night Sky and Rook leak sites went offline in January 2022, a new gang
named Pandora appeared online, claiming one of the victims of Rook as its own – the Japanese automotive parts
manufacturer Denso – and using malware samples that are still detected as Rook. The Pandora leak site
(vbfqeh5nugm6r2u2qvghsdxm3fotf5wbxb5ltv6vw77vus5frdpuaiid[.]onion) is still active as of this writing. Currently,
they claim a total of seven victims. These relationships are depicted in the figure below.

In this report, we analyze the behavior of the Night Sky malware on two samples obtained from existing reports
(Section 2), present a list of IoCs extracted from our analysis (Section 3) and discuss mitigation (Section 4). To the
best of our knowledge, there is no tool available to decrypt the targeted files. In addition, their website is no longer
available, so there is no way to obtain the decryption keys.

2. Technical Analysis
Night Sky samples first appeared at the beginning of January 2022. They are executables designed to run on
Windows x64. The files disguised themselves under different names such as update.txt, unknown and
wzl6rs0i6.dll (see VirusTotal). The malware is written in C/C++ using Microsoft Visual C 64 bit Universal and has
the size of 5.7 MB, which is relatively large compared to the average size of a malware sample.
Figure 1 shows that the malware has a few abnormal section names and that the entry point of the executable lies
outside of standard sections. This suggests the malware is packed. A previous analysis identified that VMProtect
was used to pack the malware.
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Figure 1: Abnormal section names of the Night Sky sample

In addition, the presence of the Windows LoadLibraryA and GetProcAddress APIs in Figure 1 suggests the
malware imports other functions at runtime, which hinders static analysis. Figure 2 shows the malware also delays
its execution to hinder automated dynamic analysis by triggering the SleepEx function to remain idle for a minute.

Figure 2: The malware tries to delay the execution to hinder dynamic analysis

Although the Windows API’s IsDebuggerPresent function is present in the malware, it could be run with the x64dbg
debugger.

Figure 3: The malware uses LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress for dynamic imports
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The malware enumerates the files in the victim’s machine using the function FindNextFileW (shown in Figure 3)
and encrypts them. However, the malware skips 31 folders (e.g., Program Files) and file types (e.g., dll) as shown
in Figure 4. This behavior is confirmed by running the ransomware in a physical Windows host.

Figure 4: List of folders and files Night Sky skips the encryption. Source: Netskope

The encrypted files are then appended with an extension “.nightsky”. Figure 5 shows an example of an encrypted
file.

Figure 5: Example of an encrypted file

The malware drops ransom notes in various folders, including the Start Menu folder as shown in Figure 6. The
victims would see the ransom note after restarting the system.
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Figure 6: The ransom note added to Start Menu

In the ransom note shown in Figure 7, Night Sky hackers provide a link to a web chat channel that a victim can join
to communicate with them. The channel is currently off. For those victims who refuse to pay the ransom, the hackers
threaten to publish their data on a .onion site. The leak site is also offline currently.

Figure 7: A ransom note NightSkyReadMe.hta dropped by Night Sky

The “Steal list” in Figure 7 seemed to be statically set, as our analysis environment did not have the mentioned files.
To confirm this hypothesis, we analyzed the malware code. Figure 8 shows that it leverages the Windows’s WriteFile
with the ransom note content pointed by the Buffer variable.

Figure 8: The ransom note is stored in the 'Buffer' variable which points to the data in .rdata

The ransom note is hard coded in the .rdata section of the executable. Figure 9 indicates the ransomware does not
seem to calculate the actual ransom data in the victim’s machine. This shows that executables are created by
dynamically embedding victim information, something that is done by other ransomware such as ALPHV and that
makes detection more difficult since file hash IoCs would be different per victim.
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Figure 9: A hard-coded string "297GB" in the ransom note

Figure 10 shows that the malware deletes files in the Recycle Bin folder before performing other activities.

Figure 10: The ransomware deletes all files in the Recycle Bin

The malware creates a mutex tset123155465463213, as shown in Figure 11. The mutex is used to avoid reencrypting files on the infected system. This mutex name can be used to prevent the infection of the ransomware.
(See the Mitgation Recommendations section at the end).

Figure 11: The mutex used by Night Sky

Figure 12 shows that the mutex is hard coded and checked in the main function using CreateMutexA and
OpenMutexA, respectively.

Figure 12: The mutex created by the ransomware

Night Sky uses AES-128-CBC to encrypt files and RSA to encrypt the keys. By looking at the disassembly of the
ransomware, we identified the public key stored in the .data section shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The public key used by the ransomware
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To generate a random key or initialization vector, Night Sky might have used the CryptGenRandom Windows
API as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: List of suspicious imports by the malware

3. IoCs
IoC

Type

Description

8c1a72991fb04dc3a8cf89605fb85150ef0e742472a0c58b8fa942a1f04877b0

File hash

Night Sky
Windows PE
executable

a077a55608ced7cea2bd92e2ce7e43bf51076304990ec7bb40c2b384ce2e5283

File hash

Night Sky
Windows PE
executable

1fca1cd04992e0fcaa714d9dfa97323d81d7e3d43a024ec37d1c7a2767a17577

File hash

Unpacked
Night Sky
executable

.hta

File
extension

File extension
of the ransom
notes

.nightsky

File
extension

File extension
of encrypted
files

contact[.]nightsky[.]cyou

URL

Web chat used
to
communicate
with attackers

45[.]76.188[.]137

IP

IP address of
the contact
domain

mail[.]nightsky[.]cyou

URL

The mail
domain
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87[.]120.36[.]12

IP

IP address of
the mail
domain

http://gg5ryfgogainisskdvh4y373ap3b2mxafcibeh2lvq5x7fx76ygcosad[.]onion

URL

Website where
attackers
publish
victim’s data if
ransom is not
paid

tset123155465463213

Mutex

The mutex
used by Night
Sky to avoid
double
encryption

4. Mitigation Recommendations
•
•
•

Regularly back up your data and confirm the backup works.
Scan systems using YARA rules provided here to detect malware samples.
Run the code provided here to create the same mutex created by Night Sky to prevent the infections.
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•
•
•
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